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Chapter 1 : The Voyage of Verrazzano
After researching the discovery voyage of Verrazzano, including most notable and preeminent historians who had cause
to reference and offer favorable opinion, and then to discover the work of Mr. Henry Murphy, who debunks the voyage
and by doing so these historians, I admit a large degree of initial skepticism.

Age of Discovery Quick Facts: Verrazzano voyaged to the New World in search of a passage to Asia. He had
sailed along and explored most of the eastern coast of the United States. Once he reached North America, he
followed the coast for several months where he encountered numerous native peoples. Some of these natives
would be less friendly, and ultimately lead to a grim fate for Verrazzano. Not much about his early life is
known, and the exact location of his birth is unsure. But many historians believe he was born in Tuscany,
Italy. He received a good education in Florence, Italy, and then around , he moved to Dieppe, France. Here he
joined the maritime service, and began his seafaring career as a navigator on French merchant ships in the
Mediterranean. During this period, France and Spain were constantly at war with each other. The King of
France was interested in finding a direct sea route to the Pacific Ocean. By this time, the Portuguese had a
dominance over much of the eastern sea routes to China. The Spanish were exploring and exploiting South
America and the Caribbean. Verrazzano suggested to the king that he could find a more direct route to the
Pacific by way of a Northwest Passage. The king wanted Verrazzano to explore the eastern coast of the New
World from Florida up to Newfoundland to find this route. Verrazzano was financed by a group of French
merchants and Italian bankers in Lyons, France. He started with four ships: However, shortly after departing
they were caught in a storm. Two ships, the Santa Maria and Vittoria, were lost in the storm. Leaving from the
Madeira Islands off the coast of Portugal on January 17, , Verrazzano and his crew officially set sail for the
New World. He was met and welcomed by Native Americans who offered him and his crew food. He sailed
south for almost miles, reaching the top of the Florida coast. However, he found no suitable harbor, so he
turned around and headed back north to Cape Fear. Verrazzano became excited when he encountered a narrow
strip of land a large stretch of open water. He was convinced that this large body of water was the South Sea,
today known as the Pacific Ocean. He proceeded up the coast expecting at any moment to find a passage that
lead to the open sea. However, no such passage existed. What we know today, that Verrazzano did not know
then, was that he was in the Pamlico Sound. Verrazzano sailed onward, continuing his search for the
Northwest Passage. Once again they were greeted peacefully by the Native Americans and treated well. He
anchored at Newport Harbour spent 15 days exploring the Rhode Island area. He was not able to explore the
coastland because he was driven off by the local Native American tribes. Verrazzano and his crew then sailed
up the coast, and stopped in Newfoundland to resupply. They finished their journey here, and headed back to
France. They reached Dieppe on July 8, Subsequent Voyages Verrazzano made two more voyages to the New
World. In , Verrazzano set out on his second voyage. This time, he commanded a fleet of ships sent on an
expedition to South America. Part of his goal was to search for a passage through the continent to the Pacific
Ocean. He searched and explored parts of the Amazon River, and then along the eastern coast of South
America. He entered the Strait of Magellan, but failed to navigate through it. So Verrazzano headed back.
Essentially, his trip was unsuccessful. He eventually returned to France, bringing with him profitable dyewood
from Brazil. Later Years and Death Verrazzano set off on his final voyage in His brother Girolamo joined
Verrazzano on this journey. The expedition left from Dieppe with either two or three ships once again in
search of a route to Asia. They sailed to Florida, the Bahamas, and finally the Lesser Antilles â€” a small
group of islands in the Caribbean. He landed on the Caribbean island of Guadeloupe, where he encountered a
group of cannibal natives call Caribs. Here, Verrazzano and several of his crew met an unfortunate end when
they were captured, killed, and eaten by the Carib natives. While this grim encounter is generally believed to
be how Verrazzano was killed, some historians think differently. They believe that he was captured, tried, and
hanged as a pirate by the Spanish. His exploration of the New York area was overshadowed by Henry Hudson
almost a century later. And Verrazzano did not find the Northwest Passage to Asia. But he still made great
contributions to North American exploration. In his account of his voyage to the North American continent,
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and exploration of the coast from Florida to Newfoundland, Verrazzano recorded details unknown to
European mapmakers. His discoveries shaped the construction and look of maps that would be used by
explorers who came after him. It was once the longest suspension bridge in the world, and commemorates the
achievements of Giovanni da Verrazzano. Endnotes Michael Anderson, ed. Britannica Educational Publishing,
, Marshall Cavendish, , The Scarecrow Press, Inc. Day, Historical Dictionary, Trafford Publishing, ,
Schwartz, The Mismapping of America Rochester: University of Rochester Press, , Bibliography Anderson,
Michael, ed. Biographies of the New World: Britannica Educational Publishing, Explorers and Exploration,
Volume The Rise and Fall of the American Empire: The Mismapping of America. University of Rochester
Press, Colonial American History Stories â€” â€” Forgotten and Famous Historical Events.
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Chapter 2 : Giovanni da Verrazzano - Wikipedia
Giovanni da Verrazzano (Italian: [dÊ’oËˆvanni da verratËˆtsaË•no], sometimes also incorrectly spelled Verrazano; ) was
an Italian explorer of North America, in the service of King Francis I of France.

The discovery attributed to Verrazzano. The discovery of the greater portion of the Atlantic coast of North
America, embracing all of the United States north of Cape Roman in South Carolina, and of the northern
British provinces as far at least as Cape Breton, by Giovanni da Verrazzano, a Florentine, in the service of the
king of France, has received until quite recently the assent of all the geographers and historians who have
taken occasion to treat of the subject. This acknowledgment, for more than three hundred years, which would
seem to preclude all question in regard to its authenticity at this late day, has, however, been due more to the
peculiar circumstances of its publication than to any evidence of its truth. The only account of it which exists,
is contained in a letter purporting to have been written by the discoverer himself, and is not corroborated by
the testimony of any other person, or sustained by any documentary proof. It was not published to the world
until it appeared for the first time in Italy, the birth place of the navigator, more than thirty years after the
transactions to which it relates are alleged to have taken place; and it has not, up to the present time, received
any confirmation in the history of France, whose sovereign, it is asserted, sent forth the expedition, and to
whose crown the right of the discovery accordingly attached. Yet it is not difficult to comprehend how the
story, appealing to the patriotic sympathies of Ramusio, was inconsiderately adopted by him, and inserted in
his famous collection of voyages, and thus receiving his sanction, was not unwillingly accepted, upon his
authority, by the French nation, whose glory it advanced, without possibly its having any real foundation. And
as there never was any colonization or attempt at possession of the country in consequence of the alleged
discovery, or any assertion of title under it, except in a single instance of a comparatively modern date, and
with no important hearing, it is no less easy to understand, how thus adopted and promulgated by the only
countries interested in the question, the claim was admitted by other nations without challenge or dispute, and
has thus become incorporated into modern history without investigation. Although the claim has never been
regarded of any practical importance in the settlement of the country, it has nevertheless possessed an
historical and geographical interest in connection with the origin and progress of maritime discovery on this
continent. Our own writers assuming its validity, without investigation, have been content to trace, if possible,
the route of Verrazzano and point out the places he explored, seeking merely to reconcile the account with the
actual condition and situation of the country. Their explanations, though sometimes plausible, are often
contradictory, and not unfrequently absurd. Led Page 2 into an examination of its merits with impressions in
its favor, we have nevertheless been compelled to adopt the conclusion of a late American writer, that it is
utterly fictitious. Some documents will be introduced, for the first time here brought to light, which will serve
further to elucidate the question, and show the career and ultimate fate of Verrazzano. The letter, in which the
pretension is advanced, professes to be addressed by Verrazzano to the king of France, at that time Francis I,
from Dieppe, in Normandy, the 8th of July O. He first reminds his majesty that, after starting with four ships,
originally composing the expedition, he was compelled by storms, encountered on the northern coasts, to put
into Brittany in distress, with the loss of two of them; and that after repairing there the others, called the
Normanda and Delfina Dauphine , be made a cruize with this fleet of war, as they are styled, along the coast of
Spain. He finally proceeded on the voyage of discovery with the Dauphine alone, setting sail from a desolate
rock near the island of Madeira, on the 17th of January, , with fifty men, and provisions for eight months,
besides the necessary munitions of war. Some writers have regarded this introductory as referring to two
voyages or cruises, one with the four ships before the disaster, and the other with the Dauphine afterwards. But
it seems clear from their being described as assailed by tempests in the north, which compelled them to run
into Brittany for safety, that they were not far distant from Dieppe when the storms overtook them; and must
have been either on their way out or on their return to that port. If they were on their return from a voyage to
America, as Charlevoix infers Fastes Chronologiques , or simply from a cruise, as Mr. Brevoort supposes,
they would, after making their repairs, have proceeded home, to Dieppe, instead of making a second voyage.
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They must, therefore, be regarded as on their way from Dieppe. Brevoort makes a paraphrase from the Carli
and Ramusio versions combined. Notes on the Verrazzano Map in Journal of the Am. Society of New York,
vol. There is some ambiguity in the account, as to the time when they first saw land. The letter reads as
follows: On the 24th of February, we encountered as violent a hurricane as any ship ever weathered. If the
twenty-four days be calculated from the 24th of February, the landfall would have taken place on the 20th of
March; but if reckoned from the first twenty-five days run, it would have been on the 7th of that month.
Ramusio changes the distance first sailed from to leagues; the day when they encountered the storm from the
24th to the 20th of February; and the twenty-four days last run to twenty-five; making the landfall occur on the
17th or 10th of March according to the mode of calculating the days last run. As it is stated, afterwards, that
they encountered a gale while at anchor on the coast, early in March, the 7th of that month must be taken as
the time of the landfall. They therefore drew in with the land and sent a boat ashore, and had their first
communication with the inhabitants, who regarded them with wonder. These people are described as going
naked, except around their loins, and as being black. The land, rising somewhat from the shore, was covered
with thick forests, which sent forth the sweetest fragrance to a great distance. They supposed it adjoined the
Orient, and for that reason was not devoid of medicinal and aromatic drugs and gold; and being in latitude 34
Degrees N. They sailed thence westerly for a short distance and then northerly, when at the end of fifty
leagues they arrived before a land of great forests, where they landed and found luxuriant vines entwining the
trees and producing sweet and luscious grapes of which they ate, tasting not unlike their own; and from
whence they carried off a boy about eight Page 4 years old, for the purpose of taking him to France. Coasting
thence northeasterly for one hundred leagues, sailing only in the day time and not making any harbor in the
whole of that distance, they came to a pleasant situation among steep hills, from whence a large river ran into
the sea. Leaving, in consequence of a rising storm, this river, into which they had entered for a short distance
with their boat, and where they saw many of the natives in their canoes, they sailed directly east for eighty
leagues, when they discovered an island of triangular shape, about ten leagues from the main land, equal in
size to the island of Rhodes. This island they named after the mother of the king of France. Without landing
upon it, they proceeded to a harbor fifteen leagues beyond, at the entrance of a large bay, twelve leagues
broad, where they came to anchor and remained for fifteen days. The men were tall and well formed, and the
women graceful and possessed of pleasing manners. There were two kings among them, who were attended in
state by their gentlemen, and a queen who had her waiting maids. They left it on the 6th of May, and sailed
one hundred and fifty leagues, constantly in sight of the land which stretched to the east. In this long distance
they made no landing, but proceeded fifty leagues further along the land, which inclined more to the north,
when they went ashore and found a people exceedingly barbarous and hostile. Leaving them and continuing
their course northeasterly for fifty leagues further, they discovered within that distance thirty-two islands. And
finally, after having sailed between east and north one hundred and fifty leagues more, they reached the fiftieth
degree of north latitude, where the Portuguese had commenced their discoveries towards the Arctic circle;
when finding their provisions nearly exhausted, they took in wood and water and returned to France, having
coasted, it is stated, along an unknown country for seven hundred leagues. In conclusion, it is added, they had
found it inhabited by a people without religion, but easily to be persuaded, and imitating with fervor the acts
of Christian worship performed by the discoverers. Page 5 The description of the voyage is followed by what
the writer calls a cosmography, in which is shown the distance they had sailed from the time they left the
desert rocks at Madeira, and the probable size of the new world as compared with the old, with the relative
area of land and water on the whole globe. There is nothing striking or important in this supplement, except
that it emphasizes and enforces the statements of the former part of the letter in regard to the landfall, fixes the
exact point of their departure from the coast for home again at 50 Degrees N. The length of a longitudinal
degree along the parallel of thirty-four, in which it is reiterated they first made land, and between which and
the parallel of thirty-two they had sailed from the Desertas, is calculated and found to be fifty-two miles, and
the whole number of degrees which they had traversed across the ocean between those parallels, being twelve
hundred leagues, or forty-eight hundred miles, is by simple division made ninety-two. The object of this
calculation is not apparent, and strikes the reader as if it were a feeble imitation of the manner in which
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Amerigo Vespucci illustrates his letters. This fact is shown by the tables of Regiomontanus, which had been
published long before the alleged voyage, and were open to the world. The statement of it here, therefore, does
not, as has been supposed, furnish any evidence in support of the narrative, by redeem of its originality. Such
is the account, in brief; which the letter gives of the origin, nature and extent of the alleged discovery; and as it
assumes to be the production of the navigator himself, and is the only source of information on the subject, it
suggests all the questions which arise in this inquiry. These relate both to the genuineness of the letter, and the
truth of its statements; and accordingly bring under consideration the circumstances under which that
instrument was made known and has received credit; the alleged promotion of the voyage by the king of
France; and the results claimed to have been accomplished thereby. It will be made to appear upon this
examination, that the letter, according to the evidence upon which its existence is predicated, could not have
been written by Verrazzano; that the instrumentality of the King of France, in any such expedition of
discovery as therein described, is unsupported by the history of that country, and is inconsistent with the
acknowledged acts of Francis and his successors, and therefore incredible; and that its description Page 6 of
the coast and some of the physical characteristics of the people and of the country are essentially false, and
prove that the writer could not have made them, from his own personal knowledge and experience, as
pretended. And, in conclusion, it will be shown that its apparent knowledge of the direction and extent of the
coast was derived from the exploration of Estevan Gomez, a Portuguese pilot in the service of the king of
Spain, and that Verrazzano, at the time of his pretended discovery, was actually engaged in a corsairial
expedition, sailing under the French flag, in a different part of the ocean. The letter itself has never been
exhibited, or referred to in any authentic document, or mentioned by any contemporary or later historian as
being in existence, and although it falls within the era, of modern history, not a single fact which it professes
to describe relating to the fitting out of the expedition, the voyage, or the discovery, is corroborated by other
testimony, whereby its genuineness might even be inferred. The only evidence in regard to it, relates to two
copies, as they purport to be, both in the Italian language, one of them coming to us printed and the other in
manuscript, but neither of them traceable to the alleged original. They are both of them of uncertain date. The
printed copy appears in the work of Ramusio, first published in ; when Verrazzano and Francis I, the parties to
it, were both dead, and a generation of men had almost passed away since the events which it announced had,
according to its authority, taken place, and probably no one connected with the government of France at that
time could have survived to gainsay, the story, were it untrue. It forms part of a codex which contains also a
copy of a letter purporting to have been written by Fernando Carli, from Lyons to his father in Florence, on the
4th of August, , giving an account of the arrival of Verrazzano at Dieppe, and inclosing a copy of his letter to
the King. But as the Carli letter in the manuscript is itself only a copy, there is nothing to show when that was
really written; nor is it stated when the manuscript itself was made. All that is positively known in regard to
the latter is, that it was mentioned in , as being then in existence in the Strozzi library in Florence. When it
came into that collection does not appear, but as that library was not founded until , its history cannot be traced
before that year, [Footnote: Der Italicum von D. There is, therefore, nothing in the history or character of the
publication in Ramusio or the manuscript, to show that the letter emanated from Verrazzano. Neither of them
is traceable to him; neither of them was printed at a time when its publication, without contradiction, might be
regarded as an admission or acknowledgment by the world of a genuine original; and neither of them is found
to have existed early enough to authorize an inference in favor of such an original by reason of their giving the
earliest account of the coasts and country claimed to have been discovered. On the contrary, these two
documents of themselves, when their nature and origin are rightly understood, serve to prove that the
Verrazzano letter is not a genuine production. For this purpose it will be necessary to state more fully their
history and character. The existence of the copy which, in consequence of its connection in the same
manuscript with that of the Carli letter, may be designated as the Carli version, is first mentioned in an eulogy
or life of Verrazzano in the series of portraits of illustrious Tuscans, printed in Florence in , as existing in the
Strozzi library. In another eulogy of the navigator, by a different hand, G. Pelli , put forth by the same printer
in the following year, the writer, referring to the publication of the letter of Ramusio, states that an addition to
it, describing the distances to the places where Verrazzano had been, was inserted in writing in a copy of the
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work of Ramusio, in the possession at that time of the Verrazzano family in Florence. These references were
intended to show the existence of the cosmography, which Tiraboschi afterwards mentions, giving, however,
the first named eulogy as his authority. No portion of the Carli copy appeared in print until , when through the
instrumentality of Mr. Greene, the American consul at Rome, it was printed in the collections of the New
York Historical Society, accompanied by a translation Page 8 into English by the late Dr. It was subsequently
printed in the Archivio Storico Italiano at Florence, in , with some immaterial corrections, and a preliminary
discourse on Verrazzano, by M. From an inspection of the codex in the library, where it then existed in
Florence, M. Arcangeli supposes the manuscript was written in the middle of the sixteenth century. This
identical copy was, therefore, probably in existence when Ramusio published his work. Upon comparing the
letter as given by Ramusio with the manuscript, the former, besides wanting the cosmography, is found to
differ from the latter almost entirely in language, and very materially in substance, though agreeing with it in
its elementary character and purpose. The two, therefore, cannot be copies of the same original. Either they are
different versions from some other language, or one of them must be a recomposition of the other in the
language in which they now are found. In regard to their being both translated from the French, the only other
language in which the letter can be supposed to have been written besides the native tongue of Verrazzano,
although it is indeed most reasonable to suppose that such a letter, addressed to the king of France, on the
results of an expedition of the crown, by an officer in his service, would have been written in that language, it
is, nevertheless, highly improbable that any letter could, in this instance, have been so addressed to the King,
and two different translations made from it into Italian, one by Carli in Lyons in , and the other by Ramusio in
Venice twenty-nine years afterwards, and yet no copy of it in French, or any memorial of its existence in that
language be known. This explanation must therefore be abandoned. If on the other hand, one of these copies
was so rendered from the French, or from an original in either form in which it appears in Italian, whether by
Verrazzano or not, the other must have been rewritten from it. It is evident, however, that the Carli version
could not have been derived from that contained in Ramusio, because it contains an entire part consisting of
several pages, embracing the cosmographical explanations of the voyage, not found in the latter. As we are
restricted to these two copies as the sole authority for the letter, and are, therefore, governed in any conclusion
on this subject by what they teach, it must be determined that the letter in Ramusio is a version of that
contained in the Carli manuscript. This suggestion is not new. It was made by Mr. Greene in his monograph
on Verrazzano, without his following it to the conclusion to which it inevitably leads. If the version in
Ramusio be a recomposition of the Carli copy, an important step is gained towards determining the origin of
the Verrazzano letter, as in that case the inquiry is brought down to the consideration of the authenticity of the
Carli letter, of which it forms a part. But before proceeding to that question, the reasons assigned by Mr.
Greene, and some incidental facts stated by him in connection with them, should be given. The historical
documents were deposited in the former. Among them was the cosmographical narration of Verrazzano
mentioned by Tiraboschi, and which Mr. Bancroft expresses a desire to see copied for the Historical Society of
New York. It is written in the common running hand of the sixteenth century carrattere corsivo , tolerably
distinct, but badly pointed. The whole volume, which is composed of miscellaneous pieces, chiefly relating to
contemporary history, is evidently the work of the same hand. In substance there is no important difference
[Footnote: In this statement Mr.
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Chapter 3 : The Voyage Of Verrazzano Part 1 Online | calendrierdelascience.com
The letter, in which the pretension is advanced, professes to be addressed by Verrazzano to the king of France, at that
time Francis I, from Dieppe, in Normandy, the 8th of July (O. S.), , on his return to that port from a voyage, undertaken
by order of the king, for the purpose of finding new countries; and to give an account of the.

Please use the follow button to get notification about the latest chapter next time when you visit
LightNovelFree. Use F11 button to read novel in full-screen PC only. Drop by anytime you want to read free
â€” fast â€” latest novel. Part 5 "The Terra Nova, the nearest cape of which is called the Cape de Ras, is
situated west of our diametrical or meridional line whereon is fixed the first point of longitude according to the
true meridian of the compa. The Terra Nova extends towards the Arctic pole from 40 Degrees to 60, and from
Cape de Ras going towards the pole, the coast almost always runs from south to north, and contains in all
leagues, and from said Cape de Ras to the cape of the Brettons, the coast runs east and west, for an hundred
leagues, and the cape of the Brettons is in 47 Degrees west longitude and 46 north lat. To go from Dieppe to
the Terra Nova, the course is almost all east and west, and there are from Dieppe to said Cape de Ras leagues.
Their arrows are bows with which they shoot very dexterously, and their arrows are pointed with black stones
and fish bones. The other part that runs north and south was discovered by the Portuguese from Cape de Ras
to Cape Buona-vista, which contains about 70 leagues, and the rest was discovered as far as the gulf of the
Castles, and further on by said Brettons and Normands, and it is about 33 years since a s. The inhabitants of
this land are tractable peoples, friendly and pleasant. The land is most abundant in all fruit. There grow
oranges, almonds, wild grapes and many other kinds of odoriferous trees. The land is called by its people
Nurumbega, and between this land and that of Brazil is a great gulf which extends westwardly to 92 Degrees
west longitude, which is more than a quarter of the circuit of the globe; and in the gulf are the islands and
West Indies discovered by the Spaniards. It distinctly affirms this long stretch of coast to have been discovered
long before the Verrazzano voyage by the Portuguese and the Bretons and Normands, a. This is in perfect
harmony with the truth as established by the authorities to which occasion has already been had to refer. This
account therefore unequivocally repudiates the Verrazzano claim to the discovery of that part of the country,
and thus derogates from the pretensions of the letter instead of supporting them. The letter contains a distinct
and specific claim for the discovery of the coast as far north as 50 Degrees N. The writer of the discourse, if he
had any knowledge on the subject, must have known of the extent of this claim. In attributing to others the
discovery of that large portion of the coast, east and north of Cape Breton, he must have considered the claim
to that extent as unfounded. It is difficult therefore to account for his admitting its validity as regards the
country south of Cape Breton as he apparently does; as it is a manifest inconsistency to reject so important a
part as false, and affirm the rest of it to be true, when the whole depends upon the same evidence. Two names
are attributed to it, Francese and Nurumbega, both of which owe their designation to other voyagers. Francese,
or French land, appears for the first time in any publication, on two maps hereafter mentioned, printed in ,
under the Latin form of Francisca. It is called in the ma. An earlier map by Baptista Agnese, described by Mr.
Kohl, indicates that the name owes its origin, as will hereafter be pointed out, to the voyages of the French
fishermen to the sh. Discovery of Maine, p. The statement of the productions of the country includes oranges,
which do not belong to any portion of the continent claimed to have been visited by Verrazzano, and plainly
indicates an entirely different authority for that portion of the coast. It is therefore equally unaccountable why
the author of the discourse should have acknowledged the discovery by Verrazzano and, at the same time,
have pa. The solution of the whole difficulty is to be found in the fact that the clause relating to Verrazzano
was not the work of the author of the discourse, but of another person. It is not difficult to understand how and
by whom this interpolation came to be made. Ramusio had both the letter and the discourse in his hands at the
same time, for the purpose of preparing them for publication, recomposing the one, as has already been shown,
and translating the other from the French into the Italian, as he himself states. In the execution of the former of
these tasks, he took the liberty of altering the letter, as has been proven, by subst. In order to conform to the
Verrazzano letter, as it was thus modified, it was necessary to insert this clause in the discourse, which would
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else to contradict the letter entirely. The two alterations, however necessary they were to preserve some
consistency between the two doc. This discourse fails, therefore, as an authority in favor of the Verrazzano
discovery, or even of the existence of a claim in its behalf; the statement which it contains in relation to
Verrazzano, originating with Ramusio adding nothing to the case. The writer gives, however, some details in
relation to the Indians and the fisheries along the easterly coast of Newfoundland, ill. Continuing his remarks,
as given in the text, in regard to the Indians inhabiting the southerly coast between Cape Race and Cape
Breton, he states: In the coast running north and south, from Cape de Ras to the entrance of the Castles, [straits
of Belle-Isle] there are great gulfs and rivers, and numerous islands, many of them large; and this country is
thinly inhabited, except the aforesaid coast, and the people are smaller; and there is great fishery of cod as on
the other coast. There has not been seen there either village, or town, or castle, except a great enclosure of
wood, which was seen in the gulf of the Castles; and the aforesaid people dwell in little cabins and huts,
covered with the bark of trees, which they make to live in during the time of the fisheries, which commences
in spring and lasts all the summer. The map of Hieronimo de Verrazano, recently brought to particular notice,
[Footnote: Notes on the Verrazano map. By James Carson Brevoort. It has no date, though, from a legend
upon it referring to the Verrazzano discovery, it may be inferred that the year is intended to be understood as
the time when it was constructed. No paleographical description of it, however, has yet been published, from
which the period of its construction might be determined, or the congruity of its parts verified. It may,
however, in order to disenc. This map was either unknown to Ramusio and Gastaldi or discredited by them.
Ramusio in his preface, after mentioning to Fracastor that he placed the relation of Verrazzano and Jacques
Cartier in that volume, adds, that inasmuch as Fracastor has exhorted him to make, in imitation of Ptolemy,
four or five maps of as much as was known up to that time of the part of the world recently discovered, he
could not disobey his commands, and had therefore arranged to have them made by the Piedmontese
cosmographer Giacomo de Gastaldi. They are accordingly to be found in the same volume with the letter of
Verrazzano. One of them is a map of New France extending somewhat south of Norumbega, but no features of
the Verrazzano map are to be traced upon it: Two photographs, both much reduced from the original, have
been made for the American Geographical Society, from the larger of which, so much as relates to the present
purpose, has been carefully reproduced here on the same scale. It is to be regretted that the names along the
coast, and the legends relating to the Verrazzano exploration, are not photographed distinctly, though the
legends and a few names have been supplied by means of a pen. But although a knowledge of all the names is
necessary for a thorough understanding of this map, these photographs, nevertheless, affording a true
transcript of it in other respects, enable us to determine that it is of no authority as to the alleged discovery
itself. This map was first brought to public notice by M. Nouvelle serie, tome x. We are indebted to this
memoir for the explanation of our copy of the map of the scale of distances, which is illegible on the
photographs. According to this explanation there should be nine points in the narrower, and nineteen in the
wider s. These being two and half leagues apart, give twenty-five leagues for the smaller and fifty leagues for
the larger s. The coast of North America is laid down continuously from the gulf of Mexico to Davis straits, in
lat. On this part of the country, called Terra Florida, the arms of Spain are represented, denoting its discovery
by the Spaniards: From 38 Degrees N. Along this part of the coast more than sixty names of places occur at
intervals sufficiently regular to denote one continuous exploration. They are for the most part
undistinguishable on the photographs, but nine of them, at the beginning, are made legible by hand, the first
two of which commencing AT LAt. Hence to Cape Breton the names are illegibly photographed. Along this
coast, at three points, namely, in lat. It would be a singular circ. Hieronimo, if he were the brother of Giovanni,
would hardly have written his own name, as it is inscribed on the map, with one z, and that of his brother with
two, in the same doc. The southerly coast of Terra Nova for an hundred leagues, and its easterly coast running
to the north, are delineated, with the Portuguese name of C. Raso and the island of Baccalaos barely legible.
The coast runs north from C. Brevoort gives other names as legible on the easterly coast of Terra Nova, which
we have not been able to distinguish, namely: The word in either form is apochryphal, as Yucatan is
designated in its proper place, though as an island; but which form is correct cannot be determined from the
photograph. That they begin at the parallel 38 is shown by the names of Dieppa and Livorno, Leghorn , which
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commemorate the port to which the expedition of Verrazzano belonged, and the country in which he himself
was born. These names cannot be a. They are given on the map which contains the legend declaring the
country generally to have been discovered by him; and are not found on any other. There can be no doubt,
therefore, that they are meant to indicate the beginning of his exploration in the south. That his discoveries are
represented as extending in the north to Cape Breton is proven by the continuation of the names to that point,
showing an exploration by some voyager along that entire coast, and by the absence of any designation of its
discovery by any other nation than the French; while the distance from Dieppa to Cape Breton is laid down as
seven hundred leagues, the same as claimed for this exploration. But in restricting his discoveries to lat.
Verrazzano the navigator, therefore, could not have been the author of the letter and also the authority for the
map. That this map did not proceed from him is also proven by the representation upon it of a great ocean,
called Mare Occidentale, which is laid down between the parallels within which these discoveries are
confined. It lies on the west side of the continent but approaches so near the Atlantic, in lat. This isthmus
occurs several hundred miles north of Dieppa, and therefore at a point absolutely fixed within the limits of the
Verrazzano discoveries, and where the navigator must have sailed, according to both the letter and the map,
whether the lat. This western sea is thus made by its position a part of the discoveries of Verrazzano, and is
declared by the legend to have been actually seen; and as he was the discoverer, it must be intended to have
been seen by him. As, however, there is no such sea in reality, Verrazzano could never have seen it; and
therefore, he could not have so represented; or if he did, then the whole story must for that reason alone be
discredited. There is no escape from this dilemma. Verrazzano could not have been deceived and have
mistaken some other sheet of water for this great sea, and so represented it on any chart, or communicated it in
any other way to the maker of this map; for he makes no mention of the circ. The unauthentic character of this
map, and the manner in which its representation of the Verrazzano discoveries was produced, distinctly appear
in its method of construction. Cape Breton and Terra Nova are represented as they are laid down on the charts
of Pedro Reinel and the anonymous cartographer,--reproduced on the first and fourth sheets of the Munich
atlas and unquestionably belonging to the period anterior to the discovery of the continuity of the land from
Florida to Cape Breton. They bear the names which are found on those maps, importing their discovery thus
early by the Bretons and Portuguese. In the south, the designation of Florida as a Spanish discovery, with its
southerly coast running along the parallel of thirty-three and a half of north lat. These representations of the
country, in the north and the south, were thus adopted as the basis of this map. But as there were not seven
hundred leagues of coast between lat. Nothing could more conclusively show the fact. Some importance,
however, attaches to this map in its a. If it were constructed in , as some would infer, with the portions relating
to the discovery upon it, then it is the earliest recognition of the CLAIM to this discovery yet produced,
irrespective of the letter. But it is by no means certain that it was originally made in that year. Nothing appears
on the map itself giving that date in terms; but it is left to be inferred exclusively from the language of the
legend, which states that the discovery was made FIVE YEARS AGO, without any indication, either in the
legend itself or elsewhere on the map, to what time that period relates; and leaving the discovery, therefore, to
be ascertained from extraneous sources. If the discovery be a. But no person, unacquainted with the letter, can
determine from this inscription, or any other part of the map, the date either of the discovery or map; and this
precise difficulty Euphrosynus Ulpius apparently encountered in attempting to fix the time of the discovery for
his globe, as will hereafter be seen. Why the time of the discovery should have been left in such an ambiguous
state, compatibly with fair intentions, it is difficult to understand. The year itself could and should, in the
absence of any date on the map, have been stated directly in the legend, without compelling a resort to other
authorities.
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Indeed, it seems that the less documentary evidence we have, the less we question our few available sources
and the more we tend to rely on the written word. Wroth, British historian David B. Quinn, American
historical geographer Norman Thrower, and French historians Michel Mollat du Jourdin and Jacques Habert, 4
all we know about Verrazzano and his enterprise originates in a short, folio manuscript, discovered in and now
known as the Cellere Codex. He had left France before the end of December Verrazzano was a member of a
Florentine community active in France, particularly in Lyon and Rouen. His family came from Greve in
Chianti, some 28 kilometres from Florence â€” this being his probable place of birth, the less likely alternative
being Lyon. By , when for the first time documents mention his name, Verrazzano must have had some
experience of navigation in the Eastern Mediterranean. During the following 11 or 12 weeks the Dauphine
explored the North American coastline. It first went south, towards Florida, until Verrazzano decided that they
were getting too close to Spanish waters and headed north. In what he called "Refuge[,] on account of its
beauty", probably the peninsula of present-day Newport on Narragansett Bay, Verrazzano and his men rested
for 15 days 21 or 22 April to 6 May , their longest period on land during the whole enterprise. The Dauphine
then sailed north again, coasting present-day Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Maine and Nova Scotia,
possibly Newfoundland too, and then steered for home. No human loss was reported. A kidnapped boy from
the Delmarva Peninsula, probably a Nanticoke, had been added to the crew. His destiny is unknown. The
vessel reached Dieppe during the first week of July The passage to Cathay was not discovered or explored,
although he reported that he had seen the Pacific Ocean from a place he baptized "Annunciation". This was an
unwelcome discovery which in fact dispelled any hope of an easy way to the Indies. Sparse references to
"various types of bird" or to "an enormous number of wild animals" certainly were of no significance to his
backers; nor were vague reference to minerals or metals in mountains observed from the sea likely to whet the
appetite of anybody comparing them to the riches of Spanish America or, even more likely, to the real Indies
in the East. American anthropologist Bernard G. A man of letters and an educated and sophisticated writer, he
has been defined as a man and an explorer of the Renaissance, systematically searching for knowledge, able to
distinguish hypothesis from fact and to admit there were many things he did not know. Wroth, pronounced
"definitive" by Quinn, "[u]nless new evidence appears". He described his voyage, in uncharted waters, as
smooth and quick, and he reported no human losses, a rather uncommon occurrence. He stated, for example:
Such comments as "He saw nothing else", referring to one of his sailors who had gone ashore at Annunciation,
and the concluding remark that "the lack of a [common] language" had made it impossible to ascertain the
religion and the system of governance of the aboriginal peoples he had met, 20 serve to confirm the long-held
view that Verrazzano was an honest and objective reporter. According to them, one must be wary of the
accounts of the early Europeans because what they saw and reported was not "the real thing", but a projection
of their own imagination which had been shaped by tradition, experience and expectation. British historian
John H. Elliott has expressed this concern in the clearest form: To illustrate his case, Elliott quotes the
Verrazzano report: Or his description of a terrified Nanticoke in prayer: He admits that "[i]t is difficult,
perhaps impossible, to make a clear distinction between writings in which people describe events they
participated in, or report, and imaginative writings, or fiction". Still, he concludes, although "[h]istorical truth
may be unknowable,. Sauer, Verrazzano had "an eye for the pattern of vegetation" 27 in spite of his poor
identification of species and was able to communicate to the modern historian "the true nature of the
geography of aboriginal North America". This was not an almost impenetrable primeval forest, but a
"landscape mosaic comprised of a biophysical environment greatly altered" by the aboriginal peoples. At
Narragansett Bay these "champaigns", prairies or savannas as they are variously called were deemed to be so
large that, Verrazzano observed, they could well accommodate "a large army". Although Verrazzano
exaggerated their dimensions, he observed these stretches of cleared land in both New England and in North
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Carolina. To be sure, forests still constituted the dominant feature of much of the North American seaboard.
As Verrazzano noted, north of Portland the forest became less open and its composition changed, the
coniferous species becoming its usual feature. On one occasion, at Annunciation, needing water, Verrazzano
sent a boat towards the beach, where some natives, probably of the Croatoan nation, were "making various
friendly signs". As "enormous waves" made it impossible for the boat to put ashore, a young sailor was
instructed to get as close to the beach as possible, to throw to the awaiting Croatoan some presents, and to
swim back to the ship. On his way back, he was "tossed about by the waves. The Croatoan "immediately ran
up", "carried him some distance away", took off his shoes, stockings and shirt, and "made a huge fire next to
him". The destitute sailor and his companions looking from the boat were certain that the Croatoan "wanted to
roast him for food", and were amazed when they realized that they only wanted to warm him up and help him
regain his strength. They only found a very old woman and an to year-old young woman "who had hidden in
the grass in fear". The rest of the story is told by Verrazzano as a matter-of-fact occurrence: As is well known
from other accounts, the kidnapping of natives, and especially of children who might later be used as
interpreters, was a common occurrence of all exploration voyages. To impress the newcomers the Nanticoke
showed them "a burning stick, as if to offer us fire". The Frenchmen responded by making "fire with powder
and flint" and "fired a shot. Our certainties are in fact few and far between. The "excellent harbor" is close to
Newport, somewhere along Narragansett Bay. And how could he accomplish his mission by navigating at
such a long distance from the coast? They have also been faced by the realization that most places Verrazzano
mentions, including dates of arrival and departure, are not accurate and make any uncontested identification
impossible. As for the date, it was sometime between 1 and 7 March â€” yet we are guessing on the basis of
average crossing times. In a marginal note, Verrazzano explains that he first went towards Florida, but then
turned north "so as not to meet with the Spaniards". What did he know of their presence in the area, and
exactly how far south did he go? We do not know the location of Annunciation, although it most probably is
somewhere around Cape Hatteras. As for the possible arrival date, it varies between 25 March and 4 April. Yet
we are uncertain whether the intended person is the King of France or his son. After Annunciation, the
Dauphine "reached another land which seemed much more beautiful and full of great forests". This is
somewhere along the Delmarva Peninsula, whose coast Verrazzano baptized Arcadia "on account of the
beauty of the trees". Most historians believe this is either in Worcester County on the eastern shore of
Maryland or in the neighbouring Accomac County of Virginia. How can we possibly know? The "largest
river" baptized "Vandoma", is most probably the Delaware, but the hypothesis that it is the Hudson River has
also been put forward. We know that Verrazzano steered for home at "the land which the Britons [i. In fact, he
spent very little time with them. At Annunciation information on the Croatoan was gathered mostly through a
young sailor who "learned the following about these people: The comparison was with the Cape Fear natives.
Verrazzano was apparently able to make friendly contact only with what he considered a very old woman. He
did not get close to any dwelling, "as they were in the interior of the country", yet he surmised that these were
"built of wood and grasses", although many natives slept in the open. In some way, however, he was able to
describe their manner of dressing and the fact that their subsistence was based on pulses, vines, hunting and
fishing. Their physical appearance, clothing and ornaments were abundantly recorded. This time the
Frenchmen went "five to six leagues into the interior" and managed to see and describe their dwellings. One
wonders, however, how in only 15 days Verrazzano was able to reckon that they "live[d] a long time", "rarely
fell sick", and "their end comes with old age". We may concede that the crew might have chanced upon the
funeral of an old man whose relatives performed the "the Sicilian lament", a long-lasting mixture, one gathers,
of wailing and singing. Ethnohistorians have shown how to combine archaeological evidence with traditional
written documents. The first issue is the allegedly growing hostility between Europeans and aboriginal
peoples. He does not report any problem at the first three landings at Cape Fear and Annunciation , but at the
fourth one, the place of the kidnapping in the Delmarva Peninsula, "the people had fled in terror into the
forests". At New York the local natives, possibly the Mohegans, seemed friendly again, but the Frenchmen
could not really verify their attitude because they left in haste due to an impending gale. At Narragansett Bay,
according to Verrazzano, the Narragansett were rather "joyful" to meet the Frenchmen, yet they were careful
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not to let their women "come on board ship", and a "queen and her maidens" were sent "to wait on a small
island about a quarter of a league from us". Along the Maine coast the relations between the Penobscot, a
nation of the Abenaki confederation, and the Frenchmen were undoubtedly hostile. Although "several visits to
their houses" are reported, these took place "[a]gainst their wishes" by armed parties. Trade was performed at
a distance, the Penobscot on the top of some rocks offering their wares probably furs on a rope, and receiving
in the same fashion what they wanted in exchange from the Frenchmen, who were in a boat. The Abenaki
were defined as "brute creature[s]" "full of crudity and vices", "barbarous", devoid of "courtesy", showing "no
sign of cultivation". Near Annunciation the Frenchmen threw to the Croatoan eagerly awaiting on the beach
"some trinkets, such as little bells, mirrors, and other trifles". At Narragansett Bay again "a few little bells and
mirrors and many trinkets" were thrown at the Narraganset, who already displayed "various trinkets hanging
from their ears" or "around the neck", and prized "sheets of worked copper", "little bells, [and] blue crystals".
These same Narraganset Natives had no use for silk, gold, steel, iron and mirrors. As for firearms, Verrazzano
was astonished to report that they did not "admire" their power, but only "examined the workmanship". In
Maine, the Penobscot knew exactly what they wanted: Some historians have used this change, again from
south to north, to show the passage from a native set of values, primarily non-utilitarian and status-oriented, to
a new world dominated by European values, utilitarian and market-oriented. These actions had rendered the
natives suspicious, if not overtly hostile. Although this is not the place to discuss either theory, a few remarks
could be useful to dispel the notion that individual documents, such as the Verrazzano report, can be used at
face value as all-purpose evidence. As regards the growing hostility between Europeans and aboriginal
peoples, had Verrazzano or somebody else gone farther north, one might surmise that relations with the
natives would have been even worse. Lawrence Iroquoians of Chaleur Bay showed no hostility and insisted on
trading with Cartier. Eighty years later the French found the same natives, who by then should have been
violently hostile to the Europeans, quite friendly all along the New England shore, the Maritimes and the St.
For the aboriginal peoples, to learn how to use European fabrics and metals was often a long process, and
there usually was a long interval in which European goods were prized as objects of decoration and status, not
for their utilitarian quality. At any rate, as Salisbury well explains, even when these objects became
"technological improvements This is what Edwards implicitly recommends and, for example, Quinn has
practised throughout his long career. Most importantly, however, we must not rely too heavily on the Cellere
Codex merely because it still is the only written document we have on certain North American regions during
the early 16th century. Notes 1 William J. The author wishes to thank its Director, Norman Fiering, and its
cartography specialist, Susan Danforth, for their precious assistance.
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The following pages, intended to show the claim of discovery in America by Verrazzano to be without any
real foundation, belong to a work, in hand, upon the earliest explorations of the coast which have led to the
settlement of the United States by Europeans. They are now printed separately, with some additions and
necessary changes, in consequence of the recent production of the map of Hieronimo de Verrazano, which
professes to represent this discovery, and is therefore supposed to afford some proof of its authenticity; in
which view it has been the subject of a learned and elaborate memoir by J. They were intended to accompany
a second edition of his Inquiry, a purpose which has been interrupted by his decease. They were entrusted by
him to the care of his friend, George H. The fragmentary and distorted form in which the letter ascribed to
Verrazzano, appeared in the collection of Ramusio, and was thence universally admitted into history, rendered
it necessary that the letter should be here given complete, according to its original meaning. It is, therefore,
annexed in the English translation of Dr. Cogswell, which though not entirely unexceptionable is, for all
purposes, sufficiently accurate. The original Italian text can, however, be consulted in the Collections of the
New York Historical Society, accompanying his translation, and also in the Archivio Storico Italiano, in which
it is represented by the editor to be more correctly copied from the ma. In all cases in which the letter is now
made the subject of critical examination, the pa. Brevoort for a copy of the cosmography of Alfonse, from
which the chart of Norumbega has been taken. And our thanks are due to Dr. Gilmary Shea of New York, for
valuable a. Straznicky of the Astor Library, Mons. Maunoir of the Societe de Geographie of Paris, Dr.
Hammond Trumbull of Hartford, Hon. Bartlett of Providence, and James Lenox Esq. The discovery of the
greater portion of the Atlantic coast of North America, embracing all of the United States north of Cape
Roman in South Carolina, and of the northern British provinces as far at least as Cape Breton, by Giovanni da
Verrazzano, a Florentine, in the service of the king of France, has received until quite recently the a. This
acknowledgment, for more than three hundred years, which would seem to preclude all question in regard to
its authenticity at this late day, has, however, been due more to the peculiar circ. The only account of it which
exists, is contained in a letter purporting to have been written by the discoverer himself, and is not
corroborated by the testimony of any other person, or sustained by any doc. It was not published to the world
until it appeared for the first time in Italy, the birth place of the navigator, more than thirty years after the
transactions to which it relates are alleged to have taken place; and it has not, up to the present time, received
any confirmation in the history of France, whose sovereign, it is a. Yet it is not difficult to comprehend how
the story, appealing to the patriotic sympathies of Ramusio, was inconsiderately adopted by him, and inserted
in his famous collection of voyages, and thus receiving his sanction, was not unwillingly accepted, upon his
authority, by the French nation, whose glory it advanced, without possibly its having any real foundation. And
as there never was any colonization or attempt at possession of the country in consequence of the alleged
discovery, or any a. Although the claim has never been regarded of any practical importance in the settlement
of the country, it has nevertheless possessed an historical and geographical interest in connection with the
origin and progress of maritime discovery on this continent. Our own writers a. Their explanations, though
sometimes plausible, are often contradictory, and not unfrequently absurd. Led into an examination of its
merits with impressions in its favor, we have nevertheless been compelled to adopt the conclusion of a late
American writer, that it is utterly fict. An Inquiry into the Authenticity of Doc. The letter, in which the
pretension is advanced, professes to be addressed by Verrazzano to the king of France, at that time Francis I,
from Dieppe, in Normandy, the 8th of July O. He first reminds his majesty that, after starting with four s. He
finally proceeded on the voyage of discovery with the Dauphine alone, setting sail from a desolate rock near
the island of Madeira, on the 17th of January, , with fifty men, and provisions for eight months, besides the
necessary munitions of war. This voyage, therefore, is to be regarded, according to the representations here
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made, to have been begun with the sailing of the four s. Some writers have regarded this introductory as
referring to two voyages or cruises, one with the four s. But it seems clear from their being described as a. If
they were on their return from a voyage to America, as Charlevoix infers Fastes Chronologiques , or simply
from a cruise, as Mr. Brevoort supposes, they would, after making their repairs, have proceeded home, to
Dieppe, instead of making a second voyage. They must, therefore, be regarded as on their way from Dieppe.
The idea of a voyage having been performed before the storms seems to be due to alteration which Ramusio
made in this portion of the letter, by introducing the word "success," as of the four s. Brevoort makes a
paraphrase from the Carli and Ramusio versions combined. Notes on the Verrazzano Map in Journal of the
Am. Society of New York, vol. There is some ambiguity in the account, as to the time when they first saw
land. The letter reads as follows: On the 24th of February, we encountered as violent a hurricane as any s. If
the twenty- four days be calculated from the 24th of February, the landfall would have taken place on the 20th
of March; but if reckoned from the first twenty-five days run, it would have been on the 7th of that month.
Ramusio changes the distance first sailed from to leagues; the day when they encountered the storm from the
24th to the 20th of February; and the twenty-four days last run to twenty-five; making the landfall occur on the
17th or 10th of March according to the mode of calculating the days last run. They therefore drew in with the
land and sent a boat ash. The land, rising somewhat from the sh. They supposed it adjoined the Orient, and for
that reason was not devoid of medicinal and aromatic drugs and gold; and being IN LAt. This island they
named after the mother of the king of France. They encountered here a people with whom they formed a great
friends. The men were tall and well formed, and the women graceful and possessed of pleasing manners.
There were two kings among them, who were attended in state by their gentlemen, and a queen who had her
waiting maids. This country was situated in lat. Leaving them and continuing their course northeasterly for
fifty leagues FURTHER, they discovered within that distance thirty-two islands. And finally, after having
sailed between east and north one hundred and fifty leagues MORE, they reached the fiftieth degree of north
lat. In conclusion, it is added, they had found it inhabited by a people without religion, but easily to be
persuaded, and imitating with fervor the acts of Christian wors. The description of the voyage is followed by
what the writer calls a cosmography, in which is shown the distance they had sailed from the time they left the
desert rocks at Madeira, and the probable size of the new world as compared with the old, with the relative
area of land and water on the whole globe. There is nothing striking or important in this supplement, except
that it emphasizes and enforces the statements of the former part of the letter in regard to the landfall, fixes the
exact point of their departure from the coast for home again at 50 Degrees N. The length of a longitudinal
degree along the parallel of thirty-four, in which it is reiterated they first made land, and between which and
the parallel of thirty- two they had sailed from the Desertas, is calculated and found to be fifty-two miles, and
the whole number of degrees which they had traversed across the ocean between those parallels, being twelve
hundred leagues, or forty-eight hundred miles, is by simple division made ninety-two. The object of this
calculation is not apparent, and strikes the reader as if it were a feeble imitation of the manner in which
Amerigo Vespucci ill. This fact is shown by the tables of Regiomonta. The statement of it here, therefore, does
not, as has been supposed, furnish any evidence in support of the narrative, by redeem of its originality. Such
is the account, in brief; which the letter gives of the origin, nature and extent of the alleged discovery; and as it
a. These relate both to the genuineness of the letter, and the truth of its statements; and accordingly bring
under consideration the circ. It will be made to appear upon this examination, that the letter, according to the
evidence upon which its existence is predicated, could not have been written by Verrazzano; that the
instrumentality of the King of France, in any such expedition of discovery as therein described, is unsupported
by the history of that country, and is inconsistent with the acknowledged acts of Francis and his successors,
and therefore incredible; and that its description of the coast and some of the physical characteristics of the
people and of the country are essentially false, and prove that the writer could not have made them, from his
own personal knowledge and experience, as pretended. And, in conclusion, it will be shown that its apparent
knowledge of the direction and extent of the coast was derived from the exploration of Estevan Gomez, a
Portuguese pilot in the service of the king of Spain, and that Verrazzano, at the time of his pretended
discovery, was actually engaged in a corsairial expedition, sailing under the French flag, in a different part of
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the ocean. The letter itself has never been exhibited, or referred to in any authentic doc. The only evidence in
regard to it, relates to two copies, as they purport to be, both in the Italian language, one of them coming to us
printed and the other in ma. They are both of them of uncertain date. The printed copy appears in the work of
Ramusio, first published in ; when Verrazzano and Francis I, the parties to it, were both dead, and a generation
of men had almost pa. In the preface to the volume in which it is printed, dated three years before, he merely
speaks of the narrative incidentally, but in a discourse preceding it, he obscurely alludes to the place where he
found it, remarking that it was the only letter of Verrazzano that he had "been able to have, because the others
had got astray in the troubles of the unfortunate city of Florence. It forms part of a codex which contains also a
copy of a letter purporting to have been written by Fernando Carli, from Lyons to his father in Florence, on the
4th of August, , giving an account of the arrival of Verrazzano at Dieppe, and inclosing a copy of his letter to
the King. The epistles of Carli and Verrazzano are thus connected together in the ma. But as the Carli letter in
the ma. All that is positively known in regard to the latter is, that it was mentioned in , as being then in
existence in the Strozzi library in Florence. When it came into that collection does not appear, but as that
library was not founded until , its history cannot be traced before that year, [Footnote: There is, therefore,
nothing in the history or character of the publication in Ramusio or the ma. Neither of them is traceable to
him; neither of them was printed at a time when its publication, without contradiction, might be regarded as an
admission or acknowledgment by the world of a genuine original; and neither of them is found to have existed
early enough to authorize an inference in favor of such an original by reason of their giving the earliest
account of the coasts and country claimed to have been discovered. On the contrary, these two doc. For this
purpose it will be necessary to state more fully their history and character. The existence of the copy which, in
consequence of its connection in the same ma. In another eulogy of the navigator, by a different hand, G. Pelli
, put forth by the same printer in the following year, the writer, referring to the publication of the letter of
Ramusio, states that an addition to it, describing the distances to the places where Verrazzano had been, was
inserted in writing in a copy of the work of Ramusio, in the possession at that time of the Verrazzano family in
Florence. These references were intended to show the existence of the cosmography, which Tiraboschi
afterwards mentions, giving, however, the first named eulogy as his authority. No portion of the Carli copy
appeared in print until , when through the instrumentality of Mr. Greene, the American consul at Rome, it was
printed in the collections of the New York Historical Society, accompanied by a translation into English by the
late Dr. It was subsequently printed in the Archivio Storico Italiano at Florence, in , with some immaterial
corrections, and a preliminary discourse on Verrazzano, by M. From an inspection of the codex in the library,
where it then existed in Florence, M. Arcangeli supposes the ma. This identical copy was, therefore, probably
in existence when Ramusio published his work. Upon comparing the letter as given by Ramusio with the ma.
The two, therefore, cannot be copies of the same original. Either they are different versions from some other
language, or one of them must be a recomposition of the other in the language in which they now are found. In
regard to their being both translated from the French, the only other language in which the letter can be
supposed to have been written besides the native tongue of Verrazzano, although it is indeed most reasonable
to suppose that such a letter, addressed to the king of France, on the results of an expedition of the crown, by
an officer in his service, would have been written in that language, it is, nevertheless, highly improbable that
any letter could, in this instance, have been so addressed to the King, and two different translations made from
it into Italian, one by Carli in Lyons in , and the other by Ramusio in Venice twenty-nine years afterwards, and
yet no copy of it in French, or any memorial of its existence in that language be known. This explanation must
therefore be abandoned. If on the other hand, one of these copies was so rendered from the French, or from an
original in either form in which it appears in Italian, whether by Verrazzano or not, the other must have been
rewritten from it. It is evident, however, that the Carli version could not have been derived from that contained
in Ramusio, because it contains an entire part consisting of several pages, embracing the cosmographical
explanations of the voyage, not found in the latter. As we are restricted to these two copies as the sole
authority for the letter, and are, therefore, governed in any conclusion on this subject by what they teach, it
must be determined that the letter in Ramusio is a version of that contained in the Carli ma. This suggestion is
not new.
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The Written Record of the Voyage of Giovanni Da Verrazano (July 8, ) In this letter to Francis I, King of France, explorer
Giovanni da Verrazano described the.

Henry Verrazzano statue in Battery Park. The letter purports to have been written on July 8, , by the navigator
himself, and exists in two versions, both in Italian. Since we were anchored off the coast and well sheltered,
we did not want to run any risks without knowing anything about the river mouth. So we took the small boat
up this river to land which we found densely populated. We went up this river [likely the Narrows] for about
half a league, where we saw that it formed a beautiful lake [likely Upper New York Bay], about three leagues
in circumference. About XXX of their small boats ran to and fro across the lake with innumerable people
aboard who were crossing from one side to the other to see us. Suddenly, as often happens in sailing, a violent
unfavorable wind blew in from the sea, and we were forced to return to the ship, leaving the land with much
regret on account of its favorable conditions and beauty; we think it was not without some properties of value,
since all the hills showed signs of minerals. He was also a congressman, the mayor of Brooklyn and the
cofounder of the Brooklyn Eagle, among many other accomplishments. Reading it without a firm
understanding of the issue, I was easily won over. It was an enterprise of her king, which had been
successfully accomplished. There had been discovered a heathen land, nearly three thousand miles in extent,
before unknown to the civilized world, and, therefore, open to subjugation and settlement; healthy, populous,
fertile and apparently rich in gold and aromatics, and, therefore, an acquisition as great and valuable as any
discovery made by the Spaniards or Portuguese, except that of Columbus. Silence and indifference in regard to
such an event were impossible. Could he be our very own Hans Sprungfeld?! The prominent Bay Ridge
genealogist and historian Teunis G. He makes a lot of good pointsâ€”but then again, so does Murphy. Murphy
would have had a similar motive. He had been U. Minister to the Netherlands from â€”61, was fluent in Dutch
and translated several obscure, Brooklyn-relevant Dutch texts into English. If the Verrazzano story were false,
then the first explorer to reach New York would have been Henry Hudson, an English explorer sailing for the
Dutchâ€”Hudson, for whom a river, bay, valley and town were named. It was for Murphy surely a matter of
nationalist pride. But the Italians proved prouder. And so Verrazzano became an icon in a neighborhood
whose most prominent citizens once considered him a fraud.
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Since the storm that we encountered in the northern regions, Most Serene King, I have not written to tell Your
Majesty of what happened to the four ships which you sent over the Ocean to explore new lands, as I thought
that you had already been informed of everything--how we were forced by the fury of the winds to return in
distress to Brittany with only the Normandy and the Dauphine, and that after undergoing repairs there, began
our voyage with these two ships, equipped for war, following the coasts of Spain, Your Most Serene Majesty
will have heard; and then according to our new plan, we continued the original voyage with only the
Dauphine; now on our return from this voyage I will tell Your Majesty of what we found. We set sail with the
Dauphine from the deserted rock near the Island of Madeira, which belongs to the Most Serene King of
Portugal on the 17th day of January last; we had fifty men, and were provided with food for eight months,
with arms and other articles of war, and naval munitions; we sailed westward on the gentle breath of a light
easterly wind. In 25 days we covered eight hundred leagues. On the 24th day of February we went through a
storm as violent as ever sailing man encountered. We were delivered from it with the divine help and goodness
of the ship, whose glorious name and happy destiny enabled her to endure the violent waves of the sea. We
continued on our westerly course keeping rather to the north. In another 25 days we sailed more than four
hundred leagues where there appeared a new land which had never been seen before by any man, either
Ancient or modern. At first it appeared to be rather low-lying; having approached within a quarter of a league,
we realized that it was inhabited, for huge fires had been built on the seashore. We saw that the land stretched
southward, and coasted along it in search of some port where we might anchor the ship and investigate the
nature of the land, but in fifty leagues we found no harbor or place where we could stop with the ship. Seeing
that the land continued to the south we decided to turn and skirt it toward the north, where we found the land
we had sighted earlier. So we anchored off the coast and sent the small boat in to land. We had seen many
people coming to the seashore, but they fled when they saw us approaching; several times they stopped and
turned around to look at us in great wonderment. We reassured them with various signs, and some of them
came up, showing great delight at seeing us and marveling at our clothes, appearance, and our whiteness; they
showed us by various signs where we could most easily secure the boat, and offered us some of their food. We
were on land, and I shall now tell Your Majesty briefly what we were able to learn of their life and customs.
They go completely naked except that around their loins they wear skins of small animals like martens, with a
narrow belt of grass around the body, to which they tie various tails of other animals which hang down to the
knees; the rest of the body is bare, and so is the head. They are dark in color, not unlike the Ethiopians, with
thick black hair, not very long, tied back behind the head like a small tail. As for the physique of these men,
they are well proportioned, of medium height, a little taller than we are. They have broad chests, strong arms,
and the legs and other parts of the body are well composed. There is nothing else, except that they tend to be
rather broad in the face: They have big black eyes, and an attentive and open look. They are not very strong,
but they have a sharp cunning, and are agile and swift runners. From what we could tell from observation, in
the last two respects they resemble the Orientals, particularly those from the farthest Sinarian regions. We
could not learn the details of the life and customs of these people because of the short time we spent on land,
due to the fact that there were few men, and the ship was anchored on the high seas. Not far from these people,
we found others on the shore whose way of life we think is similar. I will now tell Your Majesty about it, and
describe the situation and nature of this land. The seashore is completely covered with fine sand 15 feet deep,
which rises in the form of small hills about fifty paces wide. After climbing farther, we found other streams
and inlets from the sea which come in by several mouths, and follow the ins and outs of the shoreline. Nearby
we could see a stretch of country much higher than the sandy shore, with many beautiful fields and plains full
of great forests, some sparse and some dense; and the trees have so many colors, and are so beautiful and
delightful that they defy description. And do not think, Your Majesty, that these forests are like the Hyrcanian
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Forest or the wild wastelands of Scythia and the northern countries, full of common trees; they are adorned
and clothed with palms, laurel, cypress, and other varieties of tree unknown in our Europe. And these trees
emit a sweet fragrance over a large area, the nature of which we could not examine for the reason stated
above, not because we found it difficult to get through the forests-indeed, they are nowhere so dense as to be
impenetrable. We think that they belong to the Orient by virtue of the surroundings, and that they are not
without some kind of narcotic or aromatic liquor. There are other riches, like gold, which ground of such a
color usually denotes. There is an abundance of animals, stags, deer, hares; and also of lakes and pools of
running water with various types of bird, perfect for all the delights and pleasures of the hunt. This land lies at
34 degrees [on a parallel with Carthage and Damascus]] The air is salubrious and pure, and free from the
extremes of heat and cold; gentle winds blow in these regions, and the prevailing winds in summertime, which
was beginning when we were there, are northwest and westerly; the sky is clear and cloudless, with infrequent
rain, and if occasionally the south winds bring in clouds and murkiness, they are dispelled in an instant, and
the sky is once more clear and bright; the sea is calm and unruffled, its waves gentle. And although the whole
shore tends to be low and has no harbor it is not dangerous for sailors, since it is quite distinct and without
rocks; the water is deep, for at four or five paces from land it is at least 20 feet deep whatever the tide, and this
depth increases in relation to the distance from the shore. With such good coastal conditions, no ship in
distress in a storm could perish in these parts unless she broke her ropes. And we proved this by experience;
for several times at the beginning of March, when the wind usually blow fiercely in any region, we were
overwhelmed by storms as we lay at anchor at sea, and we found the anchor broken rather than torn from the
seabed or moved at all. We left this place and continued to follow the coast, which we found veered to the
east. All along it we saw great fires because of the numerous inhabitants; we anchored off the shore since there
was no harbor, and because we needed water we sent the small boat ashore with 25 men. The sea along the
coast was churned up by enormous waves because of the open beach, and so it was impossible to put anyone
ashore without endangering the boat. We saw many people on the beach making various friendly signs, and
beckoning us ashore and there I saw a magnificent deed, as Your Majesty will hear. We sent one of our young
sailors swimming ashore to take the people some trinkets, such as little bells, mirrors, an other trifles, and
when he came within four fathoms of them, he threw them the goods and tried to turn back, but he was so
tossed about by the waves that he was carried up onto the beach half dead. Seeing this, the native people
immediately ran up; they took him by the head, the legs, and arms and carried him some distance away.
Whereupon the youth, realizing he was being carried away like this, was seized with terror, and began to utter
loud cries. They answered him in their language to show him he should not be afraid. Then they placed him on
the ground in the sun, at the foot of a small hill, and made gestures of great admiration, looking at the
whiteness of his flesh and examining him from head to foot. They took off his shirt and shoes and hose,
leaving him naked, then made huge fire next to him, placing him near the heat. When the sailors in the boat
saw this, the were filled with terror, as always when something new occurs, and thought the people wanted to
roast him for food. After remaining with them for a while, he regained his strength, and showed them by signs
that he wanted to return to the ship. With the greatest kindness, they accompanied him to the sea, holding him
close and embracing him; an then to reassure him, they withdrew to a high hill and stood watching him until
he was in the boat. The youth learned the following about these people: He saw nothing else. We left this
place [GV footnote: We called it "Annunciata" from the day of arrival, and found there an isthmus one mile
wide and about two hundred miles long, in which we could see the eastern sea from the ship, halfway between
west and north. This is doubtless the one which goes around the tip of India, China, and Cathay. We sailed
along this isthmus, hoping all the time to find some strait or real promontory where the land might end to the
north, and we could reach those blessed shores of Cathay. This ishtmus was named by the discoverer
"Varazanio," just as all the land we found was called "Francesca," after our Francis. We anchored there, and
with 20 men we penetrated about two leagues inland, to find that the people had fled in terror into the forests.
Searching everywhere, we met with a very old woman and a young girl of 18 to 20 years, who had hidden in
the grass in fear. The old woman had two little girls whom she carried on her shoulders, and clinging to her
neck a boy -- they were all about eight years old. The young woman also had three children, but all girls.
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When we met them, they began to shout. The old woman made signs to us that the men had fled to the woods.
We gave her some of our food to eat, which she accepted with great pleasure; the young woman refused
everything and threw it angrily to the ground. We took the boy from the old woman to carry back to France,
and we wanted to take the young woman, who was very beautiful and tall, but it was impossible to take her to
the sea because of the loud cries she uttered. And as we were a long way from the ship and had to pass through
several woods, we decided to leave her behind, and took only the boy. We found these people whiter than the
previous ones; they were dressed in certain grasses that hang from the branches of the trees and which they
weave with different threads of wild hemp. Their heads are bare and of the same shape as the others. On the
whole they live on pulses, which are abundant and different from ours in color and size, but are excellent and
have a delicious taste; otherwise they live by hunting fish and birds, which they catch with bows and snares.
They make the bows of hard wood, the arrows of reeds, and at the point they put the bones of fish and other
animals. The wild animals here are much more ferocious than in Europe because they are continually being
molested by hunters. We saw many of their little boats made out of a single tree, twenty feet long and four feet
wide, which are put together without stone, iron, or any other kind of metal. For in the whole country, in the
area of two hundred leagues that we covered, we did not see a single stone of any kind. They use fire and burn
the wood as much as necessary to hollow out the boat: The land is like the previous one in situation, fertility,
and beauty; the woods are sparse; the land is covered with different types of trees, but they are not so fragrant,
since there it is more northern and cold. We saw there many vines growing wild, which climb up around the
trees as they do in Cisalpine Gaul: The people must value them, because wherever they grow, the bushes
around them are removed so that the fruit can ripen better. We found wild roses, violets, and lilies, and many
kinds of herbs and flowers different from ours. We did not find out about their houses, as they were in the
interior of country. We think from the many signs we saw that they are built of wood and grasses; we also
think from various conjectures and signs that many of them who sleep in country have nothing but the sky for
cover. We learned nothing more of them. We think that all the others of the country we visited earlier live in
the same way. After staying here for three days, anchored off the coast, we decided to leave because of the
scarcity of port and we continued to follow the coast to the northeast, sailing only during the day an casting
anchor at night. So we took the small boat up this river to land which we found densely populated. We went
up this river for about half a league, where we saw that it formed a beautiful lake, about three leagues in
circumference. About 30 small boats ran to and from across the lake with innumerable people aboard who
were crossing from one side to the other to see us. Suddenly, as often happens in sailing, a violent unfavorable
wind blew in from the sea, and we were forced to return to the ship, leaving the land with much regret on
account of its favorable conditions and beauty; we think was not without some properties of value, since all
the hills showed signs of minerals. We weighed anchor, and sailed eastward since the land veered in that
direction [along the south shore of Long Island], and covered 80 leagues, always keeping in sight of land. We
discovered a triangular-shaped island, ten leagues from the mainland, similar in size to the island of Rhodes [
likely Block Island ]; it was full of hills, covered in trees, and highly populated to judge by the fires we saw
burning continually along the shore. We baptized it in the name of your illustrious mother, but did not anchor
there because the weather was unfavorable. We reached another land 15 leagues from the island, where we
found an excellent harbor [in lalmost certainly Newport in lower Narragansett Bay]; before entering it, we saw
about boats full of people who came around the ship uttering various cries of wonderment. They did not come
nearer than fifty paces but stopped to look at the structure of our ship, our persons, and our clothes; then all
together they raised a loud cry which meant that they were joyful. We reassured them somewhat by imitating
their gestures, and they came near enough for us to throw them a few little bells and mirrors and many
trinkets, which they took and looked at, laughing, and then they confidently came on board ship. Among them
were two kings, who were as beautiful of stature and build as I can possibly describe. The first was about 40
years old, the other a young man of 24, and they were dressed thus: The young man was dressed in almost the
same way. These people are the most beautiful and have the most civil customs that we have found on this
voyage. They are taller than we are; they are a bronze color, some tending more toward whiteness, others to a
tawny color; the face is clear-cut; the hair is long and black, and they take great pains to decorate it; the eyes
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are black and alert, and their manner is sweet and gentle, very like the manner of the ancients I shall not speak
to Your Majesty of the other parts of the body, since they have all the proportions belonging to any well-built
man. Some have other hair arrangements such as the women of Egypt and Syria wear, and these women are
older and have been joined in wedlock.
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Giovanni da Verrazzano Born in Italy in the year , Giovanni da Verrazzano explored the continent of North America
extensively during his life, but in the name of France, not Italy. Much of his fame came from his explorations of North
America's Atlantic coast from the Carolinas up to Newfoundland, and he was the first to do so after Norse.

Life and career[ edit ] Origins and voyages to America[ edit ] The consensus amongst scholars is that
Giovanni da Verrazzano was born in Val di Greve , south of Florence , then the capital and main city of the
Republic of Florence , [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] the son of Piero Andrea di Bernardo da Verrazzano and Fiammetta
Cappelli. Some alternative theories have been elaborated; for example, certain French scholarship assumes
that Verrazzano was born in Lyon , France, the son of Alessandro di Bartolommeo da Verrazano and
Giovanna Guadagni. Love, "Verrazzano always considered himself to be Florentine," [11] and he was
considered a Florentine by his contemporaries as well. After , he settled in the port of Dieppe in France, where
he began his career as a navigator. Lawrence river in Canada; on other occasions, he made numerous voyages
to the eastern Mediterranean. Competition in trade was becoming urgent, especially with Portugal. Within
months, four ships set sail due west for the Grand Banks of Newfoundland , but a violent storm and rough seas
caused the loss of two ships. This time, the ships headed south toward calmer waters, which were under
dangerous Spanish and Portuguese control. In a letter to Francis I, Verrazzano wrote that he was convinced
that the Sound was the beginning of the Pacific Ocean, from which access could be gained to China. This
report caused one of many errors in the depiction of North America on contemporary maps. The continent was
not fully mapped for hundreds of years. However, he did not notice the entrances to Chesapeake Bay or the
mouth of the Delaware River. In New York Bay , he encountered the Lenape and observed what he deemed to
be a large lake, which was in fact the entrance to the Hudson River. He then sailed along Long Island and
entered Narragansett Bay , where he received a delegation of Wampanoag and Narragansett people. The words
"Norman villa" are found on the map by Visconte Maggiolo identifying the site. One ship was separated from
the others in a gale near the Cape Verde Islands , but Verrazzano reached the coast of Brazil with two ships
and harvested a cargo of brazilwood before returning to Dieppe in September. The third ship returned later,
also with a cargo of brazilwood. In one version, in , during his third voyage to North America and after
exploring Florida, the Bahamas , and the Lesser Antilles , Verrazzano anchored out to sea and rowed ashore,
probably on the island of Guadeloupe. He was killed and eaten by the native Carib inhabitants. This and other
names have not survived, which he bestowed on features that he discovered. Please help improve this article
by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Until October , it
was known as the "Verrazano-Narrows Bridge" with one "z". The ferry was named the "Verrazzano", while
the bridge is named "Verrazano", reflecting the confusion over the spelling of his name. A Little League team
on Staten Island is also named for him. A vessel of the Italian navy , a destroyer of the Navigatori class , was
named after Verrazzano. She was launched in and sunk by a British submarine in There is a statue of him in
the town of Greve in Chianti , Italy. There is a monument commemorating him in Rehoboth Beach, Delaware
; it states on its south face:
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Biography Early Life Giovanni da Verrazzano (also spelled Verrazano) was born in Not much about his early life is
known, and the exact location of his birth is unsure. Not much about his early life is known, and the exact location of his
birth is unsure.

He has been honored in the States with having his name applied to bridges, ships, and places. Because he
served the king of France, French scholars have purported him to be of French birth, but that theory has been
mostly discredited. He always referred to himself as a native of Florence and was called a Florentine by
contemporaries. While Verrazzano wrote lengthy and detailed reports about his voyages and explorations of
the Americas, we know very little about the details of his personal life. What can be verified is that he came to
live in France at the Port of Dieppe sometime after It was there that he became a seafarer and a navigator, and
learned his first lessons in sailing a ship. Upon his arrival he took a small fishing craft from the La Pensee and
made his first solo explorations of areas of Newfoundland and the St. Lawrence river, now in Canada. He
returned to France and added to his experience as a seaman by traveling to the Mediterranean and back.
Recent events had convinced the French monarch that new routes for trade must be opened. After agreeing to
head the expedition for the French king, Verrazzano left with four ships, intending to cross the Atlantic
straight west and arrive at the Grand Banks area of Newfoundland. After two of the ships were lost to storms
and perilous seas, the remaining two ships returned, barely seaworthy and in need of repair as a result of the
adventure to Brittany. By the end of the ships had undergone repair and refurbishment and were ready to try
the voyage a second time. Perhaps in an attempt to avoid the stormy seas of the first trip, the ships headed
south through a calmer but more dangerous ocean â€” dangerous because the area was under the control of
Portuguese and Spanish forces. Further travels brought the ship to the present Pamlico Sound area of North
Carolina, where Verrazzano wrote that he firmly believed the Pamlico Sound was the entrance to a passage to
the Pacific, and from there, a route to China could easily be found. This erroneous information caused
incorrect and inaccurate maps of the coastline to be made, and it would remain incorrectly charted for future
explorers for years to come. Heading north up the coast of the Carolinas, Verrazzano and his men encountered
several coastal tribes of Native Americans, but he failed to take note of the Chesapeake Bay or Delaware River
entrances into the continent, both of which might have been surmised to be routes west. The site of this
meeting was named Norman Villa by Verrazzano to honor a nobleman in France, whose name was used on
maps of the area drawn up in Similarly, an area west of this in present-day Delaware or New Jersey was
called Longa Villa by Verrazzano, again to honor a French nobleman. After a stay of about two weeks at this
location, Verrazzano took his crew and La Dauphine north. They explored the coastal stretches of what is now
Maine, Nova Scotia, and Newfoundland, and narratives of these adventures were written by the captain for
posterity. Information gained on this leg of the journey was also used to make maps of the American coastline.
Maps named the region he had explored Nova Gallia, which means New France, but according to his diaries,
Verrazzano originally wanted it to be called Francesca. The successful second American trip ended with a
return to France in July of Last Voyages and Death After this voyage, Verrazzano remained in his French
home, inactive for a few years but writing his memoirs. When two noble financiers approached him with a
plan to return to America to look for the so far unfound route to the Orient, he assented at once. This time he
was in charge of a small fleet of four ships and the expedition sailed from the Port of Dieppe in early After a
storm in the area of the Cape Verde islands separated one ship from the group, he arrived at the Brazilian coast
with two ships, with the third trailing behind. Verrazzano was able to fill the holds of the ships with the
brazilwood which they harvested, and left enough for the third ship as well. He returned from Brazil with the
precious cargo and arrived in Dieppe in the fall, with the third brazilwood-laden ship following close behind.
While the explorer had been successful in returning with a valuable cargo, he had not been able to find the
much sought after passage to the Pacific and points beyond, and a subsequent voyage to the new world was
soon planned and executed. In the early months of , Verrazzano left Dieppe for the last time in his sea-going
career. He was able to make valuable contributions to knowledge of the area while exploring present day
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Florida, the Bahamas, and the Lesser Antilles. At a stop believed by historians to be near the island of
Guadeloupe, Verrazzano was anchored at sea with his ships when he decided to take a small boat and row to
shore by himself. There he fell victim to native cannibals and died, presumably providing dinner in the
process. The year was These letters and reports were finally accepted as true, and his place in the history of
the exploration of America was firmly established. Bridges in the Narragansett Bay area bear his name, as do
innumerable community memorials and organizations. He is a source of pride to the Italian-American
community, and an important part of the early history of the exploration of what would come to be known as
America.
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